E D U C AT I O N

Rediscovering
the Piano

Many readers return to the piano after a long break.
It’s important to think about why you’re doing it, says
Melanie Spanswick, and be realistic about your
ambitions and routine

Make a commitment to playing. If you are going to get
results, you must put in the practice and the conditions
must be right.
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Seek out a good teacher. Many teachers like adult pupils
as they are prepared to work hard. You don’t have to have
lessons very often, but they give you purpose and a sense
of achievement – and a shared enjoyment of the piano with
at least one other person. Don’t be afraid to try out two
or three piano teachers before you come to a decision.
Most teachers offer a trial lesson.
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Practise regularly and practise intelligently. Remember
this evergreen advice: ‘Amateurs practise until they get it
right, professionals practise until they can’t get it wrong.’
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Buy a piano that you’re happy to play. Research within the
limits of your budget, and buy the best you can afford.
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Don’t worry about the speed of your progress. You will
initially make lots of mistakes, even if you were an
accomplished player years ago, but many adult learners are
surprised how readily the knack of playing returns.
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TOP
TIPS

Goals
Why are you revisiting the piano? There are an array of reasons, and it may
be helpful to reflect on your personal motivation, because this will influence
the direction of your playing. Think about setting yourself goals before you
begin. They bring focus to your practice: as each goal is met, your piano
playing will gain confidence and you should take a sense of achievement
from each stage. Perhaps your ambition is to take that elusive exam (the one
you nearly took last time), or even a piano performance or teaching diploma.
It may be to play a particular piece, a genre or style of music, or you may
want to learn to improvise.
The desire to take part in a competition invigorates many returning pianists
(there are music festivals across the UK that cater specifically for the adult
amateur pianist). For others, taking a piano course could be a decisive
catalyst. Adult pianists tend to team up and play together, with duets proving
particularly popular. There are also adult piano clubs, adding a social frisson
to the experience. Writing a list of aims and goals could help to clarify your
decisions. Previous issues of Pianist have explored both piano clubs (No 79)
and more generally the subject of returning to the instrument after a break
(No 82): you can acquire back issues at www.pianistmagazine.com.
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Instrument
Access to a piano is a prerequisite! If you don’t already have one, consider
acquiring an acoustic piano or digital keyboard. Digital instruments are compact
and useful for smaller spaces, but they don’t generally have the same ‘touch’ or
depth of key bed needed for more advanced playing. Start by researching the
market, and sample your intended purchase first, to ensure that you like it and
feel comfortable playing it. (A good way to start is by reading Pianist’s own
Piano Guide 2017. Find it on the Pianist website, www.pianistmagazine.com.)
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ore and more adults dream of playing the piano again,
rediscovering what had once been a wonderful, fulfilling
pastime. They may be surprised to find that it’s relatively easy
to pick up from where they left off a few years (or decades)
earlier, and how much information will have been retained.
It might return gradually, over a period of months, or it may be still at the
forefront of your mind. With careful, consistent practice, you will be playing
again in no time, and with a renewed vigour and love for the instrument.
If you plan to revisit your piano playing (which indeed you must have
done, because you’re reading this magazine!), bear a few ideas in mind.
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DIVE IN!

There are lots of beginner pieces
inside past issues of Pianist to help
you get you into the swing of things
again! (Great for sight-reading too,
if they are a little too easy.) You can
find the full list of scores, from issue
No 1 to the present, by going to
www.pianistmagazine.com
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